Gaining Clarity with Psychometry

Discover information about people or events associated with an object sol
solely
ely by touching or being near it.

∞ Before I bring home antique furniture, I assess its energetic imprint using Psychometry.
∞ Before I ink that million-dollar
dollar investment deal, I evaluate compatibility using Psychometry.
∞ Before I engage in personal or business relationships, I use Psychometry to understand true
Intentions.

For me, having the Intuitive Gift of psychometry goes way beyond being able
ble to sense the vibration an object holds. It
has helped me gain clarity in many situations and relationships for myself and clients! In this Circle, we will gain practical
experiences using our Intuition. We will cover ‘Code of Ethics’
Ethics’, how to connect and detach energetically, and when to
use Psychometry in our daily lives. Then we will kick it up a notch by combining Psychometry with other Intuitive
Int
Gifts.
We will learn to trust ourselves and have the confidence in making clear
clear, sound decisions.

Feel free to bring pictures and objects. No experience necessary. It’s time to have some fun!

Saturday, July 28, 2012 2:00pm – 4:00pm
$27 Pre-Registration/
Registration/ $35 Day of Event

What participants are sharing about jennifer…
I wanted to thank you once again for the wonderful reading and all the input you shared with me!...People need to know
more about you and how you help them. ~~~ Evie
Our session the other day really gave me clarity. I’m able to surrender and allow thing
thingss to flow. My family has noticed a
difference in me…I am so blessed by your weekly messages. I do feel divine energy flowing thru me… ~~~ Patricia
I wanted to thank you for all of your emails and classes you provide to help guide us to finding and enhancing our true
selves… I am receiving messages and all sorts of openings to my new wonderful gifts…I wanted you to know how much
you are appreciated for all that you do. ~~~ Jessica
Founder of www.CenterOfOneness.org,, an Online Spiritual Community
Community,, Jennifer Cloake has been
a successful Entrepreneur, Real Estate Investor, and Philanthropist for over 15 yyears. Jennifer is
well known for combining her Intuitive abilities with her business Savvy, helping many create
Heaven on Earth. She’s
e’s currently serving as a Psychic Intuitive, Spiritual Healer and Anchor in her
community. Please contact Jennifer directly at 714
714-902-9099 or Jennifer@JenniferCloake.com
with questions regarding this Workshop.
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